NEW RUSSELL’S RESERVE® 1998 SERVES AS TIME CAPSULE FOR
WILD TURKEY’S ‘FIRST FAMILY OF BOURBON’
Father and Son Distilling Duo Launch Their Rarest Small Batch Bourbon to Date Giving Connoisseurs
and Collectors a Window into Jimmy & Eddie Russell’s 35-Year Working Relationship

LAWRENCEBURG, KY (October 20, 2015) – The story of Russell’s Reserve® 1998, the rarest offering ever
from Russell’s Reserve, has been in the making longer than the brand itself. As the son of the longesttenured, active Master Distiller in Kentucky, Eddie Russell, a Master Distiller himself, always knew his father
would celebrate many milestones at Wild Turkey®. Although not much gets by Jimmy, Eddie often has a
masterful and secretive hand in ensuring the “Buddha of Bourbon” celebrates each milestone accordingly.
In 1998, before Jimmy Russell’s 45th anniversary (and assumed retirement), Eddie set out to create a
Bourbon fitting of his father’s legacy as “the Master Distiller’s Master Distiller.” Enter Russell’s Reserve 1998
– an exquisite small batch bourbon that honors one of the most endearing father and son distilling teams in
the spirits industry. With 61 years under his belt, Jimmy is no closer to retiring but Russell’s Reserve 1998 is
a tribute worthy of a man who many consider the reason America’s native spirit is having a profoundly
important moment on the global stage.
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Working side-by-side with his father for 35 years, Eddie decided to hold onto some of the barrels distilled in
1998 in the hopes of creating a special whiskey aged to perfection – the same year Apple introduced the
iMac. This particular liquid is the most complex and mature to be released under the Russell’s Reserve
namesake – having spent its lifetime maturing in the distillery’s timber rickhouses and taken out of the
barrels at the peak of its maturity. The result is a magnificently matured 102.2 proof, non-chill filtered,
golden amber Bourbon, with notes of dried apricots, pears and bananas and featuring hints of nutmeg and
cinnamon.
“Typically, a Bourbon this old picks up a lot of flavor from the barrel and can taste quite woody and dry. We
like to retain the caramel, vanilla and fruity notes in our whiskies and this particular liquid seemed to reach a
sweet spot around the 15 year mark,” said Master Distiller Eddie Russell. “It was important for us to stop the
aging before those less desirable flavors took over the overall profile of the Bourbon. I guess I am going to
have to find another Bourbon to celebrate Jimmy’s retirement… if that ever happens.”
With only 23 barrels of Bourbon bottled – the smallest batch ever under Jimmy and Eddie’s watch, Russell’s
Reserve 1998 may become one of the most coveted releases ever bestowed upon the Bourbon community.
Only 2,070 bottles will be available nationwide for a suggested retail price of $250.
This limited-edition offering joins the other award-winning whiskies of the Russell’s Reserve portfolio,
including Russell’s Reserve 10 Year Old Bourbon, Russell’s Reserve 6 Year Old Rye, Russell’s Reserve Single
Barrel Bourbon and Russell’s Reserve Single Barrel Rye, released just last month.
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About Campari America
Campari America is a wholly owned subsidiary of Davide Campari-Milano S.p.A. (Reuters CPRI.MI Bloomberg CPR IM). At the heart of Campari America are two legends in the American spirits industry. The
first, Skyy Spirits, was founded in San Francisco back in 1992 by the entrepreneur who invented iconic SKYY
Vodka. The second is the world-famous Wild Turkey Distillery in Lawrenceburg, Kentucky, where they have
been making the world’s finest whiskies since the 1800’s. Both companies were purchased by Davide
Campari-Milano and together they form Campari America, which has built a portfolio unrivaled in its quality,
innovation and style, making it a top choice among distributors, retailers and consumers. Campari America
manages Gruppo Campari’s portfolio in the US with such leading brands as SKYY® Vodka, SKYY Infusions®,
Campari®, Aperol®, Wild Turkey® Straight Kentucky Bourbon, American Honey®, Russell’s Reserve®, Glen
Grant® Single Malt Scotch Whisky, Forty Creek® Canadian Whisky, Cabo Wabo® Tequila, Espolón®
Tequila, Appleton® Estate Rum, Wray & Nephew® Rum, Coruba® Rum, Ouzo 12®, X-Rated® Fusion
Liqueur®, Frangelico®, Cynar®, Averna®, Braulio®, Carolans Irish Cream®, Irish Mist® Liqueur,
Sagatiba® Cachaça and Jean-Marc XO Vodka®. Campari America is also the exclusive US distributor of
BULLDOG® Gin.
Campari America is headquartered in San Francisco, California. More information on the company can be
found at www.campariamerica.com, www.facebook.com/campariamerica, Twitter: @CampariAmerica and
www.camparigroup.com. Please enjoy Campari America brands responsibly and in moderation.
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